Purpose: Tahoe Donner & Homeowner Association Finances Related to General Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP)
Background: Several questions related to Tahoe Donner accounting practices and financials
related to GAAP. This Information Paper address some of those questions that have surfaced from
a variety of sources.
Discussion: The following information is provided to clarify questions that have been presented
related to that attached 2020 budget presentation.
#1 – TDA utilizes Fund Accounting in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP). We have for over 25 years, annually had an Independent Auditor issue a statement to
that effect. Restating page 35 of G01.4 for 9-20-2019 board meeting:
Fund-based accounting, or fund accounting, is a system used by nonprofit organizations and
government agencies to manage their money. Fund accounting differs in purpose from the system
used in regular for-profit businesses because the goal is to maintain accountability and track how
funding is used rather than monitor the profitability of a company.
Fund accounting is unique to nonprofit organizations. Most readers of commercial financial
statements are not familiar with this type of accounting. As a result, fund accounting, while adding
financial transparency, can be confusing to new readers of nonprofit financial statements.
http://www.calassoc‐hoa.com/Homeowners‐Association/Financial‐Reports‐Information/Accounting‐
Concepts‐and‐Principles.aspx The California Association of Homeowners Association excerpt…
This guide recommends fund reporting, which is commonly used by not- for-profit
organizations, because the AICPA Task Force on Accounting for Common Interest Realty
Associations believes that it is the most informative method of presenting these separate
activities.

#2 – Technically, both Net Operating Results (NOR) and Earnings Before Interest Taxes
Depreciation Amortization (EBITDA) are non-GAAP financial measures. The Consolidated
P&L’s found in the audited financial statements are GAAP, as they are all in, once all funds
combined.
Both NOR and EBITDA are management reporting tools. “In short, EBITDA is a moderately
useful, quick-and-easy measure that is a general indicator of a company's operational results.”
TDA uses the term Net Operating Results instead of Earnings ……, because prior Boards/Finance
Committee thought the term more meaningful to our owners and TDA.

#3 – EBITDA specifically ‘excludes’ Depreciation (Capital Costs).

#4 – TDA’s OPF NOR is identical to an OPF EBITDA, sans our NOR includes Income Tax
Expense (B’19 $45,000).
TDA’s Operating Fund NOR does exclude major expenses, which are in the Replacement Reserve
Fund, per plan and Budget.
This is per Fund Accounting (which is GAAP for HOAs) and per the RRF’s Policy and has been
consistent over time. Also refer to #9 below.

#5 – Overhead. At a consolidated company level, NOR or EBITDA, Overhead is a moot point,
nets to zero.
At an individual department level or at TDA by Fund, NOR or EBITDA may or may not include
Overhead.
Overhead is not a GAAP requirement. Some companies allocate overhead to departments/funds,
some do not.
Overhead is a management/Board decision. TDA has had Overhead in past, did not do so for 10
years, now it’s back.
Overhead does not change the bottom-line company-wide, and not the Annual Assessment.
Currently, we are reporting department results before Overhead (NORBO) and after Overhead
(NOR).
Overhead Allocation for Tahoe Donner Association includes cost of providing services to other
departments/amenities operations from the following support departments: Administration,
Marketing/Communications Accounting/Finance/Purchasing, Human Resources, Information
Technology, Facilities Administration/Risk Management, Member Services, and Maintenance.

#6 – The 2018 Annual Report and 2019 Budget Report present Departmental results, before
Capital Charge and after Capital Charge. The plan is to continue this annual reporting.

#7 – Reporting Results. Performance results are generally discussed as a ‘variance to Budget’,
not the specific result amount. By reporting the ‘variance’, this provide context to performance.

Each department budgeted result amount varies monthly, for many the budgeted results vary
widely by season/month. In the year reporting, performance to budget in terms of variances.
Reporting the variance to that month’s budget provides context. Overhead and Capital Charge do
not vary over the course of the year, so whether we are reporting NORBO, NOR, or EBITDA…the
variance to Budget is the same.

#8 – For over 45 years, Tahoe Donner capital costs have been a responsibility of all Owners
(protects property values and fundamentally why all capital costs are incurred). TDA provides
both perspectives, with and without capital costs, in the budget report and annual report.

#9 – Replacement Reserve Accounting – attached is PPC’s accounting guide for HOA excerpt of
subject.
Consistency is important, as followed by Tahoe Donner. It’s a Board decision what to charge or
not charge to Reserve Fund, management makes those recommendations during the budget process
and throughout the years as necessary.
The Governing Docs update budgeted to RRF was a NEW thing, so consistency was not
applicable. Board directed to Budget in RRF, Board change direction mid-year to charge
Operating Fund.
GAAP dictates Governing Docs update to be Expensed, not Capitalized. That is how the item was
budgeted - RRF, an expense. Now an expense of OPF.

#10 - The governing docs and survey in capital and our current auditors. The Board approved in
2019 Budget for these to be in Capital Funds, not Operating Fund. GAAP dictates Expense these
2 items, GAAP does not dictate what Fund to expense to. The Board approved expensing to
Capital Funds. Gilbert (or other firm) has not audited 2019, as we are still in the year. Gilbert is
an excellent firm with broad ranging clients, while the world of HOA accounting is quite small
and not so unique in the big picture of accounting.
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